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PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT

IMPROVE YOUR LITERACY

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z

ca co cu

ce ci
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ga go gu

ge gi

ch, ph, rh, sh, th, wh

ai, ea, ee, ei, ie, oa, ue

au, oi, oo, ou

bat, dig, fox, jet, kit, lip, man, not, pub, quid, rag, sad, vet, wig, yet, zip

bait, chain, due, feast, float, keen, pie, road, sheep, wheat
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bit, bite, biter, bitter

plan, plane, planer, planner, hop, hope, hopper, super, supper

be, he, me, she, we

jar, germ, fir, short, fur

yet, silly

bright, high, light, might, night, sigh, sight

action, mention, position, reception
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waggle, wax, way, wall, water, waffle
what, when, where, why, who, whose

cover, honey, love, money

shall, ball, balloon, mall, mallet

caught, laugh

thoroughly
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The club must buy more players to build a better team. It would
be great to have either another forward and another midfielder or
else two more forwards so we don't have to move players out of
their best positions. The loyal fans who come here for every

match want to see some improvement. In Saturday's game the team did
what they were supposed to do. When you demand that your players give
the best they can, who can ask for anything more? It was a pity Stannia
had to go off after his head injury. Luckily it was only a cut over the eye.
Many people thought the incident deserved a penalty. Also Jolumli has
sustained a tear in a knee ligament so he'll be out for three weeks at least.

nessessary, necesery, nesesery, necessary, necessery


